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The 1st ever SATMag Awards are here and is voted 

for by you, the public! Any South African production 

that have showcased in South Africa between 1 

December 2015 - 30 November 2016 (both dates 

inclusive) were eligible for nomination. 

Voting lines for Nominations by the public were open 

from 1 November 2016 - 25 November 2016. 

After hundreds of nominations the top 4 Nominees 

with the most votes in each category, as voted for by 

the public, have been selected as the Final 

Nominees of the 2016 SATMag Awards. 

Winners of the SATMag Awards 2016 will be announced LIVE on Facebook on 2 January 2017. It will also be 

available in the January 2017 Edition of the South African Theatre Magazine (SATMag).  

Here then the Nominees of the 2016 SATMag Awards: 

BEST ACTOR IN A PLAY: 

 Andre Odendaal - DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio 

Theatre) 

 Marlo Minnaar - SANTA GAMKA (Baxter Theatre) 

 Phillru van Achterbergh - PORSELEIN (South African 

State Theatre) 

 Richard Wright-Firth - VACANCY (Alexander Bar 

Upstairs Theatre) 

BELOW: DOP DIRECTED BY SYLVAINE STRIKE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST ACTOR IN A MUSICAL / OPERA 

 Aubrey Poo - ORPHEUS IN AFRICA (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Jonathan Roxmouth - SWEENEY TODD (Theatre 

on the Bay) 

 Nataniel - MANNEQUIN (Theatre of Marcellus, 

Emperors Palace) 

 Paul du Toit - HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH 

(Gate69) 
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 ABOVE:TONY MIYAMBO IN THE CENOTAPH OF DON WA MORIRI 

 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR IN A PLAY 

 Andrew Buckland - CLYBOURNE PARK (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Tiaan Slabbert - PORSELEIN (South African State 

Theatre) 

 Tony Miyambo - SECRET BALLOT (National Arts 

Festival) 

 Wilhelm van der Walt - DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio 

Theatre) 

 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR IN A MUSICAL / OPERA 

 Cleo Raatus - DISTRICT SIX KANALA (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Germandt Geldenhuys - SWEENEY TODD (Theatre 

on the Bay) 

 Grant Towers - ALTYD IN MY DROME (Pieter 

Toerien Studio Theatre) 

 Steven van Wyk - SINGING IN THE RAIN (Artscape) 

 

BEST ACTRESS IN A PLAY 

 Candice van Litsenborgh - COURT (Alexander Bar 

Upstairs Theatre) 

 Cherae Halley - SCORCHED (National Arts Festival) 

 Jennifer Steyn - THE INCONVENIECE OF WINGS 

(Baxter Theatre) 

 Zethu Dlomo - PENNY (National Arts Festival) 

 

 

 

BEST ACTRESS IN A MUSICAL / OPERA 

 Bianca Le Grange - DISTRICT SIX KANALA (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Charon Williams-Ross - SWEENEY TODD (Theatre on 

the Bay) 

 Robin Botha - IN OPSTANDING (South African State 

Theatre) 

 TESSA DENTON - ALTYD IN MY DROME (Pieter 

Toerien Studio Theatre) 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN PLAY 

 Claire Louise-Worby - CLYBOURNE PARK (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Fiona Ramsey - LES CENSI (National Arts Festival) 

 Lechelle Lerm - PORSELEIN (South African State 

Theatre) 

 MoMo Matsunyane - ANIMAL FARM (National Arts 

Festival) 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A MUSICAL / OPERA 

 Andrea Titus - DISTRICT SIX KANALA (Fugard Theatre) 

 Genna Galloway - HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH 

(Gate69) 

 Michelle Botha - ALTYD IN MY DROME (Pieter Toerien 

Studio Theatre) 

 Zimkitha Kumbaca - DIVAS OF KOFIFI (Market 

Theatre) 

BEST PERFORMER  

(This category is specifically for performers in dance, physical 

theatre, magic and performance art productions.) 

 Allan Parker - SACRE FOR ONE (Cape Town Fringe 

Festival) 

 Gavin Krastin - PIGHEADED (National Arts Festival) 

 Lulu Mlangeni - SIVA (South African State Theatre) 

 Mamela Nyamza - DE APART-HATE (Cape Town 

Fringe Festival) 

BEST ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCE 

 THE FALL (Baxter Theatre) 

 PORSELEIN (South African State Theatre) 

 SIVA (South African State Theatre) 

 SWEENEY TODD (Theatre on the Bay) 
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BEST DIRECTOR OF A PLAY 

 Greg Karvellas - CLYBOURNE PARK (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Quintin Wils - PORSELEIN (South African State 

Theatre) 

 Sylvaine Strike - DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio 

Theatre) 

 Thando Doni - ITYALA LA MAWELE (Artscape) 

BEST DIRECTOR OF A MUSICAL / OPERA 

 Elizma Badenhorst - HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY 

INCH (Gate69) 

 Nataniel - MANNEQUIN (Theatre of Marcellus, 

Emporers Palace) 

 Neels Claassen - ALTYD IN MY DROME (Pieter 

Toerien Studio Theatre) 

 Steven Stead - SWEENEY TODD (Theatre on the 

Bay) 

BEST EMERGING DIRECTOR 

(This category is specifically for Directors who hasn't been 

in the industry for more than 5 years.) 

 Gopala Davies - LES CENSI (National Arts Festival) 

 Jason Jacobs - STOF ROOI (Cape Town Fringe 

Festival) 

 Quintin Wils - BRENT A MOBILE THRILLER 

(Alexander Bar Upstairs Theatre) 

 Selloane Mokuku - MOSALI EO U 'NEILENG EENA 

(Market Theatre) 

BEST CHOREOGRAPHER 

 Duane Alexander - JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING 

TECHICOLOUR DREAMCOAT (Theatre on the Bay) 

 Luyanda Sidiya - SIVA (South African State Theatre) 

 Mamela Nyamza - DE APART-HATE (Cape Town 

Fringe Festival) 

 Sonia Radebe - MOSALI EO U 'NEILENG EENA 

(Market Theatre) 

BEST NEWCOMER 

 Ashley de Lange - BAD JEWS (Theatre on the 

Square, Sandton) 

 David Viviers - THE FINKELSTEINS ARE COMMING 

TO DINNER (Alexander Bar Upstairs Theatre) 

 Lee Visagie - PORSELEIN (South African State 

Theatre) 

 Tony Miyambo - THE CENOTAPH OF DON WA 

MORIRI (Market Theatre) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: THE FALL AT THE BAXTER THEATRE 

BEST LIGHTING DESIGN 

 Kosie Smit & Sylvaine Strike - DOP (Pieter Toerien 

Studio Theatre) 

 Nataniel - MANNEQUIN (Theatre of Marcellus, 

Emporers Palace) 

 Nomvula Molepo - MOSALI EO U 'NEILENG EENA 

(Market Theatre) 

 Quintin Wils & JP Besselaar - PORSELEIN (South 

African State Theatre) 

BEST SOUND DESIGN 

 Didi Kriel - DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio Theatre) 

 Gopala Davies - LES CENSI (National Arts Festival) 

 Quintin Wils & Frenette van der Walt - PORSELEIN 

(South African State Theatre) 

 Wayne Joshua - VACANCY (Alexander Bar Upstairs 

Theatre) 

BEST SET DESIGN 

 Gopala Davies - LES CENSI (National Arts Festival) 

 Saul Radomsky - CLYBOURNE PARK (Fugard 

Theatre) 

 Sylvaine Strike & Kosie Smit - DOP (Pieter Toerien 

Studio Theatre) 

 Wilhelm Disbergen - AS (South African State 

Theatre) 

BEST NEW SOUTH AFRICAN SCRIPT 

 Cast - THE FALL (Baxter Theatre) 

 Herman Vorster - BRENT A MOBILE THRILLER 

(Alexander Bar Upstairs Theatre) 

 Retief Scholtz - DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio 

Theatre) 

 Penelope Youngleson - SILLAGE (National Arts 

Festival) 
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ABOVE: GAVIN KRASTIN IN PIGHEADED. 

 

 

BEST FAMILY FRIENDLY PRODUCTION 

(This category is especially for productions for audiences 

aged 0-17.) 

 GRETHA PERS (Aardklop) 

 ISARO (National Arts Festival) 

 PIPPI LONGSTOCKING (National Children's 

Theatre) 

 WARRIOR GREEN (National Arts Festival) 

PUKKA AWARD FOR BEST PRODUCTION 

(This award is specifically dedicated to Dance, Physical 

Theatre, Magic and Performance Art productions.) 

 DE APART-HATE (Cape Town Fringe Festival) 

 PIGHEADED (National Arts Festival) 

 PULP (Alexander Bar Upstairs Theatre) 

 SIVA (South African State Theatre) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST CUTTING EDGE PRODUCTION 

(This category is specifically aimed at productions who 

shift the boundaries of theatre.) 

 BRENT A MOBILE THRILLER (Alexander Bar 

Upstairs Theatre) 

 DEURNIS (HAP, Capital Park) 

 IZITHOMBE 2094 (TwilSharp Studios) 

 SLEEPWALKINGLAND (National Arts Festival) 

BEST PLAY 2016 

 DOP (Pieter Toerien Studio Theatre) 

 CLYBOURNE PARK (Fugard Theatre) 

 MOSALI EO U 'NEILENG EENA (Market Theatre) 

 PORSELEIN (South African State Theatre) 

BEST MUSICAL / OPERA 2016 

 ALTYD IN MY DROME (Pieter Toerien Studio 

Theatre) 

 HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH (Gate69) 

 MANNEQUIN (Theatre of Marcellus, Emporers 

Palace) 

 SWEENEY TODD (Theatre on the Bay) 

FESTIVAL OF THE YEAR 2016 

 AARDKLOP 

 CAPE TOWN FRINGE FESTIVAL 

 INNIBOS 

 NATIONAL ARTS FESTIVAL 

BELOW: MAMELA NYAMZA IN DE APART-HATE. 
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Acclaimed South African theatre maker Yael Farber created a theatrical 

master piece that took the theatre world by storm for the past 4 years entitled 

Mies Julie, and it launched the career of the highly talented Hilda Cronjé; who 

has been exceptional in each and every character she has ever portrayed. 

This vibrant actress has been having quite a ball within SA Theatre and shares 

with SATMag how she enjoys living out her childhood dream...

 iewing theatre as a church whereby she 

enters the theatre space to have an 

experience, to be affecte, to be shook up 

and if fortunate enough, to leave changed even if it's 

in the smallest way; "Not all theatre manages to do 

this and that is ok  but I am compelled to create 

work that calls my higher self to action and work 

with people who demand the same discipline." 

Cronjé reveals to SATMag and continues 

expressing that theatre creates space for both 

entertainment and political narrative and within 

South Africa, our political history and current theatre 

landscape is littered with plays that give a voice to 

the voiceless and calls for action and Cronjé rounds 

off this statement by concluding: "I believe this to be 

the continual journey of artist in the theatre. To tell 

stories, everyone's stories." Cronjé relays that her 

fondness for the artform stems from the intimacy 

which calls upon one to be stripped down to your 

truth in order for the piece to resonate and impact 

with an audience; "The magic of suspending ones 

disbelief in the theatre compels me." the sensational 

performer admits. 

Cronjé also communicates passionately about 

South African theatre and the fearlessness in which 

SA artists create and the immediacy of telling tales 

and notes The Fall, that showcased at the Baxter 

Theatre: "We are not afraid to challenge , to 

provoke , to find a place where the audience can 

see and experience different perspectives and 

influences and create a space for constructive 

dialogue." Artists that catch her eyes are Liezel de 

Kock  and Cronjé tells us that de Kock's new piece 

Hearts Hotel is pure magic and offers compelling 

physical storytelling. Then there's SA's hottest 

directors Jaco Bouwer which continually blows  

 

 

Cronjé's mind and Quintin Wils which she notes as a 

theatre maker who serves up very exciting things. The 

Zabalaza festival is also groundbreaking, says Cronjé, in 

what it sets out to achieve and the enormous platform it 

gives raw talent and creativity. When reflecting on SA's 

modern Theatre Cronjé expresses that it is vibrant, honest 

and often a  painful reminder of a  past and a present that 

needs constant work: "What I love about South Africa in 

general is the dialogue we have about issues in our  
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country. They might not be easy to have but at least 

we are engaging in the narrative." And to Cronjé our 

theatre makers are able to start these conversations 

through the offerings as they boldly move toward 

unexplored spaces and using their voices and the 

technological advances to their advantage and 

creating a theatre that appeals to a bigger market.  

 

From an early age Cronjé knew that the stage is 

where she belongs and while in the position of 

creating her very own work she realesed the joy that 

comes from it when she staged her first play Ebola, 

alongside Nicholas Ellenbogen at this year's 

national Arts Festival which scooped up a Standing 

Ovation Award and they are also looking at staging 

it at the Edinburgh festival. Now that she has 

reached her goal of being an actress and 

expandong on her brand she also looks toward 

other artist and enriches them by the most simplest 

act, by going out to support the work of emerging 

artists in the country and paying  the full price, she 

adds on playfully. But in essence this is the greatest 

form of support up and coming artist can receive  

 

 

 

 

and would be a wonderful gesture for all artists to 

act out as we all know that it is the emerging artist 

that struggle the most in making a profit from their 

creations and need the finances to have their works 

grow and last.  

Another important topic Hilda touched on in her 

interview was the matter of the language in which 

shows are delivered. It is true that in a country with 

11 official Languages, people become despondent 

when a performance occur in a toungue they dont 

know. But Hilda responded that she will absolutely 

encourage people to view works that are in a nother 

language: "Storytelling is universal and I believe that 

the essence will come across even if you do not 

understand the language." She further explains that 

it is also a wonderful way of cross cultural 

experiences and allowing yourself to listen with 

more than just your ears; "It is perhaps a way to 

stay open to receive a message. Most operas are in 

a foreign language and yet the story transcends the 

barriers of language!" And to open one's heart, mind 

and soul to receive the message is a wonderful way 

to continue to expand skills and view different 

portrayals that could aid to the betterment of 

oneself.Hilda believes that because theatre is alive, 

and in order for it to be relevant it has to stay 

relevant. "Society has changed, our way of 

communication has changed, how we share and 

receive  information has changed and all of this 

directly influences how the theatre evolves." She 

relies as she believes that the pulse of society 

should be felt in the theatre . In Greek theatre the 

object was to hold a mirror to society in order for 

them to deal with whatever brutality and political 

intrigue was playing out in their daily lives; "The 

theatre, I believe,  has not really moved away from 

this core truth." It might not be dressed and 

designed as heavily, she continues to explain, but 

the message still has the capacity to challenge your 

beliefs and the ' world' you find yourself in.  

Her hopes for the SA theatre landscape is that it 

may continue to grow, that more funding will be 

made available, for audience members keep 

returning to get their daily dose of entertainment in 

the theatre: "I believe South African theatre is world 

class, and will continually hope for more successful 

collaborations globally with SA theatre at the fore." 

And with individuals with such compassion, as 

Hilda, SA theatre is bound to reach great heights. 

SATMag.
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Recently nominated by the public for the SATMag Awards as Best Director, 

Thando Doni, is a young and exceptional director, actor and producer. We 

have thus decided that we needed to have a Q&A session with this 

inspirational young man. Here is our Q&A with Thando… 

 

 

 
 

Thando Doni 

 

 

1) For those who are not familiar with your 

work, give us a rundown of some of your 

career highlights thus far.  

I would have to say that some of my highlights 

are that I have directed many shows, of which 

the list include Ityala Lamawele, Ubuze Bam, 

Mhla Salamana and Eutopia. The Fleur de cap 

theatre awards has also been a highlight as I 

was nominated for the fleur de cap as well as 

the best director for the Zabalaza festival. I was 

also the recipient of the Theatre Arts Admin 

emerging directors bursary. Recently I was also 

nominated for the BroadwayWorld South Africa 

Awards, oh and a Cape Town Fringe Fresh 

creative award. 

 

2) What is your earliest memory of theatre? 

Earliest memory would be auditioning and not 

getting that role after a full day of preparation. 

Lol! 

 

3) Which is your favorite theatre to perform 

in and why? 

I don't have any favorable theatre as long as 

there is space and that space suits that 

particular story we are about to tell. 

 

4) How would you describe your journey as 

an artist in the entertainment world? 

It’s been (and still is) tough cause you are 

constantly in search, either of yourself or your  

 



 

next gig, or the next story. Don’t even want to 

touch the search for funding. 

 

5) What is your favorite Theatre production 

of all time and why? 

Rain in a dead mans footprint. It was a 

collaboration between Magnet and Jazz art 

theatre. It showed me a different way of telling a 

story using the body. 

 

 
 

6)  We're going to put you on the spot; who 

is your favorite actor/actress that you have 

ever worked with and why? 

That would have to be Faniswa Yisa and 

Chuma Sopotela. The reason for that is 

because they give all of themselves in a 

process and I have worked with them as an 

actor and a director. Yohhh they have big 

hearts and talent that’s rare. 

 

7) What achievement of yourself are you 

most proud of? 

Being given the platform to stage Ityala 

Lamawele, such an important work. 

 

 

 

 

8) What advice do you have to give to 

aspiring directors? 

The stories we tell are sometimes much bigger 

than us and we must never stop dreaming. 

 

9) What has been the biggest challenge for 

you to overcome as a South African artist? 

Overcome – not yet. But the biggest challenge I 

have, which I think most of us young black artist 

have, is finding space and being able to exist in 

our industry without being developed all the 

time. 

 

10) How would you define your type of 

work and why would you say that people 

enjoy watching your work? 

Fresh and it claims space for the Xhosa 

language in our theatres. I borrow aesthetics 

from African rituals, poems, songs and the 

physical language. Well, people should see it 

cause its new, it's different and it opens one’s 

eyes about the other. 

 

11) What does theatre mean to you? 

Theatre is a gift. SATMag. 

 

 



 

Acclaimed Ndlovu play for 
Playhouse festive season! 

he highly-acclaimed director and playwright Duma Ndlovu’s celebrated play, The Game, has been included in The 

Playhouse Company’s exciting festive season. 

Some of South Africa’s top names in the entertainment world will star in the production: Sindi Dlathu; Dawn King; 

Nqobile Ndlovu; Nomasonto Dlamini; Sheila Khumalo; Buhle Samuels; Lungile Mkhize; and Vuyiseka Cawe. 

The Game is set in a fictitious women’s prison in Middelburg just a few months before South Africa’s first democratic 

elections and amid the crumbling embers of the apartheid state. The prisoners are told that one of them will be released 

to mark the occasion. The catch is that the prisoners must decide among themselves who is to be released. This sets the 

cat among the pigeons and what follows is a gritty telling of each prisoner’s fascinating personal story. 

In The Game, we meet several captivating characters: a spunky 20-year-old who was tried as an adult and convicted at 17. 

Another is a 25-year-old woman who is the result of the rape of her domestic worker mother and her White employer. 

These two are joined by a 60-year-old ‘career prisoner’ who displays her experience of being behind prison walls for most 

of her life. 

We are also introduced to a 45-year-old woman whose life was never the same after a group of teenagers abducted and 

burnt her son to death in the violent period before the end of apartheid. Those who had torched her son were never 

apprehended, and she was the one who ended up behind bars. 

In fact, there is so much intrigue and so many riveting twists and turns in this drama, that it’s not to be missed! 

Duma Ndlovu is a Soweto-born director, producer, journalist and playwright who is well known for works such as Bergville 

Stories, The Game, The Ritual and The Journey. He is the creator of both Muvhango and Uzalo, two of South African 

television’s most popular television series. 

Award-winning actress and singer Sindi Dlathu is best known for her television roles as Nomfundo in Soul City and as 

Thandaza in Muvhango. She began her professional life understudying the lead role in Sarafina! at the tender age of 14, 

and has gone on to perform with Billy Ocean, Randy Crawford and Abigail Kubheka. 

Dawn King is a South African actress best known for her starring role as Lindiwe Xulu, the wife of self-made gangster Muzi 

Xulu, in the SABC1 telenovela Uzalo. Also an experienced radio actress, motivational speaker, multi-lingual MC and 

indigenous musician, King was born and raised in Durban, and studied at the Technikon Natal, now the Durban University 

of Technology. 

The Game is playing in the Playhouse Loft Theatre from 15 to 24 December. Tickets are R80 for the preview on 15 

December, and R100 throughout thereafter. Tickets may be purchased from the Playhouse Box office on 031 369 

9596/9540 and from Computicket outlets nationwide. Substantial block booking discounts can be obtained by calling 

Dawn on 031 369 9407.Please note: no under 16s. 
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Young creative Bongani Bennedict Masango started his career at a young age in a community theatre group and 

thereafter enrolled at Tshwane University of technology whilst assisting his peers and younger performers to 

further develope their skills on the professional stage. This was only the start of his empire which he is still actively 

developing. Today Masango focuses on being a bridge between tertiary institutions and the industry with his latest 

theatre initiative known as The Emerging Practitioners Platform.

he Emerging Practitioners Platform concept 

originated in 2014 Where it was introduced  as a 

festival which recruits new talent and allows it to 

flourish: "The idea was to have productions written 

and directed by me as main productions and other 

shows as guest productions, but as a form of growth 

in strategizing the project and opening it up to other 

ideas, it has grown to be an open platform." Shares 

the founder and Artistic director with SATMag. TUT 

tempo residence played host to the launch of the very 

first Emerging Practitioners Platform which included 

three productions named The Kraal 

by Bongani B Masango, Birth by Joseph Komani 

and  Felony by Bongani B Masango. The 2015 

showcases performed on the stages of the beloved 

Breytenbach Theatre in Pretoria with shows 

like Selfie le Jesu by Bongani B Masango and Last 

Breath by Mduduzi Nhlapo (which developed further 

with The South African State Theatre's first 

INCUBATOR Fest in March of this year). 

The reason for creating this platform came from the 

heart for Masango as he explains that as a young 

theatre maker he faced great challenges which left 

him with great concern about the future generation 

theatre makers and the struggles they will have to 

undergo to make a name for themselves: "It saddens 

me to see young people who have dreams and great 

talent but never get an opportunity to showcase their 

works. As a young actor, I have gone through 

auditions where I get rejected and I often ask myself if 

I’m good enough, as a creator I send proposals and 

still I get rejected - this made me think carefully and I 

came up with a solution. One has to solidly build their 

plays, present them and attention could just be 

granted to them. So why not create? That’s how this 

came to life."  

 

 
Bongani Masango 

 

In essence this project is created for the youth by the 

youth and this platform was established for young 

practitioners to create work and make name for 

themselves without financial restrictions. Masango 

supports this idea by emphasizing the importance of a 

nurtured youth: "Remember the youth is the future of 

this world!" He boldly exclaims and continue to  

express this sentiment by saying that a country that 

caters for its youth, is a country that cares about the 

future generation of its country. "I’m more concerned 

about creative young people who have their dreams 

crushed because they don’t get platforms to 

showcase their craft and to generate new authentic 

works which are ready to compete in the mainstream  
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level, this is one main reason I decided to build this 

project and involved willing young people. " 

When selecting works Masango and his team would 

invite creators of works that sparked an interest with 

them and for the 2016 Festival he looked back to the 

works of young practitioners that were within their 

final year of studies and selected works by Given 

H Maluleke (TUT Drama department) 

and Lesego Baloyi (TUT Musical Theatre Department) 

who also formed part of this year's INCUBATOR 

Festival. Due to the response and popularity this 

festival generated from different practitioners 

Masango together with his team  decided together to 

grow this festival and will have open calls next year in 

January and select from those applications to make up 

the 2017 festival.  "This year the team managed to 

visit Tshwane University of Technology’s (Dance 

Season and Drama Department’s DirAction’s festival) 

and University of Pretoria’s (Kerkvas), we saw 

potential director’s works, which we would like to also 

have in the  festival." He proudly shares as he plan to 

make the 2017 programme more exciting 

by amplifying it through an increase in the number of 

productions to up to ten which will occur over a 

period of a week: "We also look into running it at least 

two times a year, for semester which will focus on 

Children’s Theatre and Secondary Schools Setworks, 

then for the second semester we do original New 

Works by the selected 10(ten) emerging directors." In 

the process the team plans to have a well structured 

in-depth mentorship program which will guide 

participating parties through an introduction phase of 

their careers because looking forward the Platform 

aims at being a recognized part of the arts that places 

the spotlight on Playwrights, Directors, Designers and 

producers in order for potential sponsors, funders and 

producers to take note of these new creatives works 

and aid these creative to realize their full potential. 

Thus this initiative is highly important, especially once 

tertiary training is completed as it eases the daunting 

'going into the industry' phase and allowing artists to  

keep active in their creativity ; "I mainly look at 

piloting young people to enter the industry strongly 

and to be well heard and given attention to without 

having to unnecessarily suffer before they are well 

cared for." 

By opening this to the public has aided the growth of 

this festival, as Bongani involved more people to aid  

 

 

 

 

 

him in his vision and also to develope an audience 

following exposing more communities to the festival. 

But getting artists to participate has been a tedious 

tasks for the young Artistic director as many are 

opposed to forming part of a start up initiative and 

would rather be involved in an event that is already 

established  and this is the greatest flaw amongst 

artists with in the South African Theatre industry the 

lack of peer support and guidance from established 

bodies and this factor hampers funding hugely as 

sponsors wish to see a steady following, support and 

acknowledgement from the rest of the industry. 

Within his year is the field  Bongani has faced 

challenges since the beginning of his career and still 

today it's hard due to financial constraints, yet he 

keeps moving believing that all will come together all 

in good time and exalts that 'We are too young to 

complain, let’s work, create independent platforms 

and keep creating great works for the nation," and 

he shares a great mantra to young theatre makes to 

always remember in their struggling times:  'Theatre 

can’t die in our hands, never!'  

And with Bongani's sheer positivity no obstacle is to 

big to overcome and closed doors, as he puts it will be 

kicked down and opened to platforms of shared 

working relations towards more excellent 

achievements within the Arts because 2016 has been 

the year where artists like Bongani have given so 

much life to South African Theatre and the year to 

come is bound to deliver even more impactful 

theatre! SATMag. 

 

 
Masango’s The Kraal. Photo by Sanmari Marais.



 

Stephanie Gericke, Actress  
1. I love Aqua , the band. I sing 

"Im blue dubble dee double 
die" on a regular basis. ;) . It 
makes me feel alive, silly 
and happy.  

2. I acted in a play called "Die 
Hoffmanns" by Corne 
Joubert. It was a realism 
play and at some stage I 
had to fry an egg on stage, 
the plug backstage 
disconnected , the stove 
didn't even went on, I ran backstage grabbed a 
packet of Simba Chips (luckily I had some) and said 
" Tonight we're having salt and vinegar crisps. I will 
never forget that moment.  

3. That's a difficult one. I would love to say" Who's 
afraid of Virginia Woolf" by Edward Albee , but that 
would make me look crazy, I just LOVE his work. 
I've seen an adaptation by Saartjie Botha at the 
Woordfees three years ago and fell in love.  Let's 
answer realistically ;  how about Melusine van 
Arcadia , I played a mermaid , I love the ocean , I 
also have two sisters and having a tale makes me 
excited :)  
   

Crizelle Anthony, Director 
1. Ganster rap.  
2. I was in a play with a but tub scene and the bath 

toppled over on stage, luckily I was not naked! 
3. Funny enough the play 

that I’m touring with at 
the moment, ‘OUT OF 
BOUNDS’ best 
describes my life.   
The transition from the 
aftermath of apartheid 
into democracy has 
been a struggle for most 
Indians in South Africa. 
As a Christian South 
African Indian I have 
always struggled to find my place in this great 
“African Diaspora.” Like Coloured people we lie 
somewhere in between Black and White. Our 
narratives are considered “lesser than” and the 
notion of Identity has become only but a drop in 
the ocean of the things I still need to define.. 

 

Mbulelo Ngubombini, Dancer 
1. I would go with Miley Cyrus.  
2. I had a knee colapsing on stage during a show at 

the Baxter Theatre in 
2009.  

3. Its The Stadium,1 hour 
long on stage with no 
break to take in between 
and it was very 
atletic,very dynamic and 
sharp.It was about life 
events and games that 
we do physically. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


